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Abstract
The last several years have seen significant progress in
using depth cameras for tracking articulated objects such
as human bodies, hands, and robotic manipulators. Most
approaches focus on tracking skeletal parameters of a fixed
shape model, which makes them insufficient for applications
that require accurate estimates of deformable object sur-
faces. To overcome this limitation, we present a 3D model-
based tracking system for articulated deformable objects.
Our system is able to track human body pose and high res-
olution surface contours in real time using a commodity
depth sensor and GPU hardware. We implement this as a
joint optimization over a skeleton to account for changes in
pose, and over the vertices of a high resolution mesh to track
the subject’s shape. Through experimental results we show
that we are able to capture dynamic sub-centimeter surface
detail such as folds and wrinkles in clothing. We also show
that this shape estimation aids kinematic pose estimation by
providing a more accurate target to match against the point
cloud. The end result is highly accurate spatiotemporal and
semantic information which is well suited for physical hu-
man robot interaction as well as virtual and augmented re-
ality systems.
1. Introduction
We present a real-time tracking system capable of esti-
mating the surface and kinematic pose of deformable ob-
jects using model-based optimization. Our surface esti-
mation not only adapts to match a particular subject, but
does so dynamically, tracking complex surface details such
as cloth folds and wrinkles as they appear and disappear.
Through experiments we show that this tracker is capa-
ble of simultaneously capturing human body pose and sub-
centimeter surface detail in real time.
Our work has applications in virtual and augmented re-
ality systems that require real time human reconstruction
for telepresence, performance capture and games. There
are also many practical applications in robotics systems that
require precise spatial information about the surface of hu-
Figure 1. Our model tracking a point cloud. Top left: Colored
point cloud input. Top Right: Estimated skeleton and surface
mesh without surface tracking. Bottom Left: High resolution mesh
tracking the dynamic shape of the subject. Bottom Right: The high
resolution mesh with projected colors.
mans and deformable objects. For example there are several
applications in robotic personal assistance, health care and
rehabilitation that are critically hampered by a lack of reli-
able human pose and surface estimation.
The goal in creating this system is to combine recent
advances in dynamic surface reconstruction with fast ar-
ticulated tracking techniques. Our approach fits a skeletal
model and high-resolution polygon mesh to a point cloud.
The skeleton is designed to capture the underlying kine-
matic structure of the subject and estimate it’s large-scale
motion, while the polygon mesh captures volume differ-
ences between subjects and more complex surface details.
This produces both a low-dimensional pose that can be used
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for gesture and activity recognition, as well as a dense esti-
mation of the surface which can be used for precise physi-
cal interaction. Furthermore, because our mesh comes from
a predefined template model, it is semantically consistent
across capture sessions with different subjects. This means
that we can determine not only where the surface of the sub-
ject is, but which locations on this surface correspond to
specific regions and body parts.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 below
discusses related work and our relationship to existing ap-
proaches. Section 3 describes the details of our model and
then Section 4 explains how we fit this model to observa-
tions. We then show experimental results in Section 5 and
conclude in Section 6.
2. Related Work
2.1. Articulated Tracking and Pose Estimation
Articulated 3D tracking and markerless motion capture
has been of interest to the computer vision and robotics
communities for several years. The objective of this prob-
lem is to estimate the dynamic pose of a complex phys-
ical object that can be parameterized using some low-
dimensional articulation structure, such as human bodies or
hands. Methods for solving this problem can be categorized
into discriminative methods which map directly from obser-
vations to pose and generative methods which fit a model to
the observations, usually based on some previous estimate
or initialization.
Discriminative methods ([19, 29, 35]) and hybrid gener-
ative methods which incorporate some discriminative com-
ponent ([14, 20, 32, 37]) have the advantage that they are
typically capable of single-frame pose estimation so that
they can be initialized automatically and can recover lost
tracks easily in a video setting. Recent methods also ex-
ist for tracking 3D volumes without skeleton models using
discriminative approaches [21, 22], but these also require
significant training resources and do not capture high res-
olution surface detail. In contrast generative methods for
articulated model tracking ([6, 15, 16, 18, 33, 39]) have
the advantage that they can be readily applied to track new
instances or even entirely new classes of models so long
as a template is available. For example the discriminative
human-body tracker of Shotten et al. [35] required col-
lecting a massive amount of training data, a process which
would have to be repeated to track, for example, a dog. In
contrast, Ye and Yang showed that their generative tech-
nique for tracking human bodies translates directly to track-
ing a dog by simply creating an appropriate skeletal model
[39].
Detecting and tracking human pose from 2D images
also has a long and important history ([2, 3, 12, 24]) and
has gained significant attention recently with the Microsoft
COCO keypoint challenge [27]. While the goal of captur-
ing human pose is similar, this work is somewhat tangential
to our method as we aim to produce metrically accurate 3D
estimation of pose and shape.
This work presents a new generative model-base track-
ing technique which estimates fine-grained deformation of
the model mesh in addition to the skeletal pose. Many ar-
ticulated tracking methods, both generative and discrimi-
native, have demonstrated robust performance when track-
ing subjects such as human hands and bodies that also ex-
hibit non-rigid deformations. However, the deformation is
typically not modeled, which means that information about
surface shape is not recovered. Some work ([10, 13]) at-
tempt to model this surface shape, but are not capable of
online tracking and real time performance. Sometimes, as
in the work of Helten et al. [20], the template is initially
adapted to a subject based on a set of images of the subject
in a canonical pose. Ye and Yang [39] take this a step fur-
ther by tracking the displacement of individual vertices in
their mesh model along the direction of the surface normal.
However, our hard association of observed points to model
vertices allows us reason the entire mesh and point cloud in
real time and therefore track much finer details than is pos-
sible with the subsampled soft probabilistic associations of
Ye and Yang. This in turn allows us to estimate much more
fine-grained deformations when used with a high-resolution
mesh, which is evident in the supplementary video.
2.2. Dynamic Surface Reconstruction
Mesh reconstruction of dynamic scenes has also been of
interest for some time. For example Li et al. [26] present
this as a temporally coherent shape completion on meshes
with only partial observability. Recent papers have shown
that it is possible to perform 3D mesh reconstruction of
dynamic scenes in real time. Initially these methods re-
quired a model scanning phase before tracking [40] but later
work dropped this requirement [11, 23, 30]. These recent
methods work by using reconstruction techniques such as
volumetric SDF fusion [8] while simultaneously estimating
deformation parameters that warp the reconstructed mesh
into its current shape. Reconstruction techniques have the
advantage that they can produce accurate shape informa-
tion with no template and no training data required before-
hand. However, starting each reconstruction from scratch
results in a lack of correspondence between multiple recon-
structions of the same subject. In contrast, we can iden-
tify correspondences through our template model within
and across video sequences. Furthermore, non-rigid recon-
struction techniques must rely on deformation models that
are general enough to capture any possible deformations,
from fully non-rigid objects such as towels to skeleton-
based models such as human bodies. By making use of
model-specific prior knowledge, our technique is able to
track the majority of the motion in a much lower dimen-
sional pose space, making the optimization more efficient
as well as provide the resulting pose as useful additional
data.
3. Method: Template Model
Similar to Ye and Yang [39] and Schmidt et al. [33] our
technique uses an iterative gradient-based approach to fit a
kinematics model to the observed data. We assume that the
tracking sequence starts with an initial estimate of the skele-
tal pose. From that initialization, we iteratively optimize the
pose to fit each incoming frame and then use a second op-
timization to update the vertex positions of a triangle mesh
representing the object’s surface. Section 3.1 explains the
kinematic structure of our skeleton, while 3.2 and 3.3 detail
the model’s shape representation. After this, Section 4 ex-
plains the optimization processes used to fit this model to
live data.
3.1. Dual Quaternion Kinematic Structure
Our model consists of a skeleton with an attached mesh.
The skeleton is made of link frames connected by hinge (ro-
tation) and prismatic (translation) joints. While our human
model is primarily made up of hinge joints, we use some
prismatics to allow subtle stretching in order to fit subjects
with varying proportions and correct for subtle modeling
or joint placement errors. Joints such as the shoulder with
more than one rotational degree of freedom are represented
as multiple hinge joints in succession. The kinematic hier-
archy of our human model is shown in Figure 2.
We use the dual quaternion parameterization of SE(3),
originally proposed by Clifford [7], to represent the posi-
tion and orientation of each link in the hierarchy. While this
representation may be less familiar, Kavan et al. [25] has
shown that it can be used to provide superior performance
for smooth mesh attachment. This is discussed later in Sec-
tion 3.2. Dual quaternions consist of two quaternions of the
form H = qr + qd. Here  refers to Clifford’s dual unit
which satisfies 2 = 0. The first quaternion qr is referred to
as the real part and represents the rotational component of
the transformation while qd is the dual part and represents
translation. For the sake of space, we omit a thorough cov-
erage of the mathematical details and instead refer readers
to [9].
Hinge joints are parameterized by a unit axis z ∈ S2,
and an angle value θ ∈ R. Prismatic joints are similarly
parameterized by a unit axis z ∈ S2 and a translation value
θ. In our model, the axes z are fixed while θ changes over
time to represent the model pose. Using dual quaternions, a
hinge transformation Hh(θ; z) representing a rotation by θ
about a fixed axis z has the form:
Hh(θ; z) = cos(θ/2)+(zxi+zyj+zzk) sin(θ/2)+0 (1)
A prismatic transform representing a translation by θ
along an axis z can be constructed as:
Hp(θ; z) = 1 + (zxi+ zyj + zzk)
θ
2
 (2)
We also store a fixed offset HP(j),j ∈ SE(3) between
each joint and the link’s origin. This allows us to specify
Figure 2. The joint layout of our model.
a pivot point and realign the axes if convenient. The link
frames are arranged in a hierarchy so we can compute the
offset between the world frame and any link frame using the
recursive definition:
H0,j = H0,P(j)HP(j),jHj
where H0,0 is the identity matrix, Hj is the joint transform
connecting link j to its direct parent P(j), and is either a
hinge or prismatic joint.
3.2. Surface Representation and Smooth Skinning
The model’s surface is represented as a high resolution
triangle mesh. Unlike the kinematic skeleton, we do not as-
sume any initial estimate of this mesh and initialize it to a
smooth default shape shown in figure 3. This mesh consists
of set of 3D vertex positions V =
{
v1 . . . v|V |
}
, vi ∈ R3
as well as a triangle list F . Each triangle is represented
as a set of three integers referencing vertex indices F ={
f1 . . . f|F |
}
, fk ∈ Z3. This way the model can trans-
form the mesh by updating the vertex positions while leav-
ing the face list fixed. The mesh is attached to the skeleton
using dual quaternion skinning [25]. This provides a way to
smoothly blend the influence of links between different re-
gions of the mesh. Dual quaternion skinning requires a bind
pose H00,j for the skeleton link frames, as well as a weight
matrix Ω. The bind pose represents the pose for which the
kinematic skeleton matches the default pose of the mesh.
We build our skeleton so that the pose in which θ = 0 for
all joints is the bind pose. The weight matrix describes the
influence of each frame on each vertex. Each column ωi
Figure 3. Our human body mesh. The left and top right show the
low resolution version while the bottom right shows the smoothed
high resolution version.
corresponding to vertex i is constrained such that
ωi ∈ [0, 1]|L| ,
|L|∑
j=1
ωij = 1
where |L| is the number of skeleton links. Most vertices are
weighted to only one or two joints, so we limit the number
of non-zero entries in each ωi to be four and use a sparse
representation to store this data in order to limit memory
overhead.
Given this information the skinning function transforms
a vertex by computing the offset between the bind pose and
the current pose of each frame and then constructing a linear
blend HiΣ of these offsets for each vertex vi based on the
weights.
HiΣ =
 |L|∑
j=1
H0,j
(
H00,j
)−1
ωij
 (3)
The skinned vertex position vi can be computed by mul-
tiplying this transformation by the vertex position in the de-
fault model v0i .
vi = HiΣv
0
i (4)
3.3. Dynamic Shape Parameters
Dynamic shape deformation is represented by a set of
warp offsets Φ containing a three vector φi ∈ R3 for each
vertex describing a translation away from it default position.
We can augment Equation 4 above to compute the warped
position vi:
vi = HiΣ(v
0
i + φi) (5)
In order to capture high frequency shape details, the
mesh necessarily contains a very large number of vertices
and triangles. Unfortunately large meshes are unwieldy and
it can be difficult to generate the skin weights for them ef-
fectively. To avoid this we worked with a low resolution
polygon mesh containing 3,460 vertices and 3,476 faces.
We then generated a high resolution version automatically
using two iterations of Catmul-Clark subdivision [4]. Af-
ter triangulating the resulting quadrilaterals, this resulted in
a mesh with 55,474 vertices and 110,994 triangles. Fig-
ure 3 shows the low resolution and high resolution meshes.
We also generated high resolution skin weights from the
low resolution mesh by interpolating them using the same
scheme that Catmul-Clark subdivision uses to interpolate
vertex positions.
The low resolution mesh originated from a human model
from the website CG Trader [5] by the NoneCG group [31]
and was used with permission. We heavily modified
this mesh and constructed the skeleton hierarchy and skin
weights by hand using Autodesk’s Maya software [1].
4. Method: Optimization
Our model fitting approach alternates between optimiz-
ing the skeleton pose and the dynamic warp parameters.
Section 4.1 explains the residual term we use for fitting
while Section 4.2 and 4.3 discuss kinematic optimization
and shape optimization respectively.
4.1. Data Association and Residual Term
Given the model described in Section 3 the task of esti-
mating pose and shape requires estimating the joint angles
Θ and the vertex offsets Φ. This is achieved by first generat-
ing a residual term describing the offset between the model
and the observations, computing the derivative of that resid-
ual with respect to the parameters Θ and Φ and then solving
a linear system to compute an update that reduces the resid-
ual.
Our observations take the form of a point cloud P ={
p1 . . . p|P |
}
pk ∈ R3. Because we use a depth camera to
capture these point clouds, each point corresponds to a pixel
in a two-dimensional grid. Data association techniques are
an important differentiating factor in template based track-
ers. Ye and Yang [39] use a Gaussian Mixture Model with
centroids at the mesh vertex positions to explain the data.
While they report that this performs well, this computation
is expensive and requires that they subsample their mesh
and point cloud when computing the association. Given
our high resolution model and our goal of accurate detailed
shape estimation, this method would not be feasible in our
system. Schmidt et al. [33] use signed distance functions
generated from rigid link geometry to compute association.
Unfortunately this is also infeasible in our case because we
use a single non-rigid mesh to represent the entire subject.
Computing a new signed distance function for this mesh for
every optimization update would be too slow for our pur-
poses.
Instead of the methods above, we use projective data as-
sociation that utilizes the grid structure of the point cloud
to perform nearest neighbor search. We start by project-
ing each three dimensional vertex onto the image plane and
placing them into buckets corresponding to pixels. We then
iterate through all points in the observed point cloud and ex-
haustively search the buckets in a window around the cor-
responding pixel for the closest vertex, ignoring anything
that is farther away than a cutoff threshold. This guarantees
that the closest vertex will be found as long as the window
size is chosen correctly relative to the subject’s minimum
distance to camera.
At this point it is possible that many point cloud observa-
tions have been assigned to the same vertex, so we average
the three dimensional offset between the vertex and each
point that has been assigned to it. We then compute a point
plane residual using this offset and the model’s vertex nor-
mal [6]. If we let N =
{
n1 . . . n|V |
}
be the vertex normals,
and P˜ =
{
p˜1 · · · p˜|V |
}
be the average of the observation
points for which each vertex in V is the closest, the residual
term for each vertex is
ri = n
T
i (p˜i − vi) (6)
The goal of our optimization procedure is to reduce the
sum of the squares of these residual terms. In many ways
this is a simpler and more direct association technique than
that used by Ye and Yang and Schmidt et al. Indeed, as
we show in Section 5, we find that it does not perform as
well on noisy low resolution sequences such as the EVAL
dataset. However on high resolution sequences from a mod-
ern time of flight sensor this is more than adequate and has
the advantage that it is extremely fast to compute and does
not require any complex data structures. This allows us to
operate on a very high resolution mesh in real time, which
was not possible with previous approaches.
4.2. Kinematic Optimization
The residual term in Equation 6 is a function of the ver-
tex positions V and the position of each vertex is a func-
tion of the skeleton pose Θ, the bind pose H0, the default
mesh vertices V 0, the vertex offsets Φ and the skin weights
Ω. This means we can optimize the skeleton pose by com-
puting the gradient of the residual with respect to the joint
values Θ and using damped least squares [28] to take an op-
timization step that reduces the sum of the squares of these
residuals. This requires a Jacobian expressing the derivative
of the residual ri with respect to the joint angles Θ. For a
single vertex we can write this as:
∂ri
∂Θ
=
∂ri
∂vi
∂vi
∂Θ
Because we use point-plane error, the derivative of the
residual with respect to each component of the vertex posi-
tion is simply the vertex normal. The derivative of the vertex
position with respect to the skeleton pose Θ is more com-
plex, but can still be computed analytically. Recall that the
skinning operation transforms a model vertex from its offset
mesh position (v0i +φi) to it’s posed position vi by multiply-
ing it by the blended dual quaternion HiΣ from Equation 3.
We can useHiΣ andHj∆ = H0,j
(
H00,j
)−1
as intermediate
variables and write:
∂vi
∂Θ
=
∂vi
∂HiΣ
∂HiΣ
∂H∆
∂H∆
∂Θ
The first term describes how the three dimensional vertex
position vi changes with respect to the eight-dimensional
blended dual quaternions HiΣ as a 3 by 8 matrix.
HiΣ is a linear combination of the link offsets H∆ for
vertex i using the Ω weight matrix. This means that the
weight matrix can be used directly to construct ∂HiΣ/∂H∆
as an 8 by 8|L| matrix. Each 8 × 8 block is simply the
identity matrix scaled by ωij .
Because of the hierarchical nature of the skeleton, a sin-
gle link can be influenced by several θ values. For example
the spine, shoulder and elbow joints will all influence the
transform of the hand link. Even though we restrict ω so
that only four frames can influence a single vertex, those
four frames may be influenced by many joints in the kine-
matic hierarchy, which means that the ∂H∆/∂Θ matrix is
relatively dense. If θk is an ancestor of link j in the hierar-
chy, we can compute a block of this matrix corresponding
to Hj∆ and θk as
H0,P(k)HP(k),k
∂Hk
∂θk
Hk,jHj∆
Otherwise if θk is not an ancestor link j then this block will
be zero. If θk corresponds to a prismatic transform from
Equation 2, its derivative is
∂Hk
∂θk
=
(zxi+ zyj + zzk)
2

If θk corresponds to a hinge transform from Equation 1, the
derivative is
∂Hk
∂θk
=
(zxi+ zyj + zzk) cos(θk/2)− sin(θk/2)
2
The damped least squares method involves solving
(JTJ + λkdiag(JTJ))x = JT r
for x. The full JTJ and JT r matrices can be computed as
JTJ =
|V |∑
i=1
(
∂ri
∂Θ
)T
∂ri
∂Θ
(7)
JT r =
|V |∑
i=1
(
∂ri
∂Θ
)T
ri (8)
For a high resolution mesh, this can be efficiently computed
on a GPU by computing each (∂ri/∂Θ)T∂ri/∂Θ in paral-
lel and using atomic operations to sum them.
As a final addition, we add a default pose prior that pe-
nalizes the squared value of θ for all joints. This encour-
ages the optimization to relax towards the default pose when
there are few observations for a particular link and avoid
joint limits. The values of Θ are multiplied by a diagonal
matrix S that weights each joint by the number of vertices
it influences. This prevents the penalty from overwhelm-
ing smaller joints that might not get enough observations to
overcome it otherwise. To do this we augment Equations 7
and 8:
JTJ =
|V |∑
i=1
(
∂ri
∂Θ
)T
∂ri
∂Θ
+ (λsS)
2
JT r =
|V |∑
i=1
(
∂ri
∂Θ
)T
ri + (λsS)
2Θ
The (JTJ + λkdiag(JTJ)) matrix is positive semi-
definite, meaning the system can be solved efficiently us-
ing Cholesky decomposition [17] implemented in CUDA.
Once x has been computed it is subtracted from the current
pose Θ and the process is repeated. As the pose is updated,
the smooth skinning operation pulls the mesh into place and
provides an initialization point for the shape optimization.
In practice we have found that ten to fifteen iterations of this
optimization for each incoming frame is sufficient to match
the pose of the target and keep the system running at real
time frame rates. The top right frame of Figure 1 shows the
result of fitting the kinematic model with the default mesh
onto a point cloud without additional shape estimation.
4.3. Shape Optimization
Once the pose has been fit, we update the shape defor-
mation parameters Φ. These consist of a vector φi ∈ R3 for
each vertex. The shape optimization uses the residual from
Equation 6 but incorporates additional regularization terms.
rˆi = ri + λφ||φi||22 + λN
∑
n∈N (i)
||φi − φn||22 (9)
The term weighted by λφ penalizes magnitudes of the
Φ vectors and helps prevent the mesh from drifting off the
skeleton. The term weighted by λN penalizes the difference
between each φi and those of a setN (i) of neighboring ver-
tices in the default mesh. We typically use the four closest
vertices as the neighborhood. This helps prevent surface
discontinuities and creases.
As before we compute the derivative of this residual for
each vertex vi with respect to the elements of Φ, but make
one important simplifying approximation. Technically the
neighborhood smoothing term introduces interdependence
between each φi and its neighbors, but in order to simplify
the computation we treat each φi as if it were independent.
This means that instead of solving one large but sparse 3|V |
by 3|V | linear system (∂rˆ/∂Φ) we break it up into a sep-
arate 3 by 3 linear system for each vertex (∂rˆi/∂φi) and
solve them in parallel. This means we can compute a Jaco-
bian Ji for each vertex as
Ji =
∂rˆi
∂φi
=
∂ri
φi
+ 2λφφi + 2λN
∑
n∈N (i)
(φi − φn)
Once we have computed our warp Jacobian Ji we com-
pute JTi Ji as before and solve
(JTi Ji + λwdiag(J
T
i Ji))x = J
T
i rˆi
for x, and subtract it from φi. This means we have a lin-
ear system of three equations with three unknowns for each
vertex, which we solve in batch on a GPU, assigning one
linear system to each thread. The bottom left frame of Fig-
ure 1 shows the result of the shape deformation after the
kinematic pose has been fit. In practice only two iterations
of shape refinement are necessary for each incoming video
frame.
5. Experiments
There are a number of existing datasets designed to test
the capabilities of markerless motion capture systems on
point cloud data. The SMMC [14] and EVAL [15] datasets
provide depth images along with ground truth pose data.
The Personalized Depth Tracker (PDT) dataset [20] con-
tains ground truth information for adapting a mesh shape
to different subjects, but is not concerned with estimating
shape dynamics over time. Unfortunately the depth infor-
mation in these datasets was captured with either a first gen-
eration Microsoft Kinect in the case of PDT and EVAL or
a Swiss Ranger SR4000 in the case of SMMC and does not
have enough fidelity to capture high resolution surface de-
tails. Specifically in the PDT and EVAL datasets the depth
values are discretized to around two centimeter intervals,
while the SMMC data is only 176x144 pixels with heavy
depth noise. To address this we generated a new dataset
Figure 4. The performance of our method in various conditions
on our dataset along with the method of Schmidt et al. [33] for
comparison. Each curve shows the percentage of joint positions in
these sequences that are within the distance indicated on the x-axis
from the ground truth positions. Area under the curve is shown for
each plot in parentheses.
of videos captured with the second generation Microsoft
Kinect (Kinect One) [34] camera using the open source
libfreenect2 drivers [38], but also test on the EVAL dataset
for completeness. Finally we also report reconstruction er-
ror for our method to quantify improvement over conditions
that do not estimate dynamic shape.
The experiments in this paper were performed on a PC
running the Ubuntu Linux distribution with a 2.4 GHz Xeon
quadcore processor and an Nvidia GeForce 1080 and on a
laptop with a 2.6 Ghz Intel i7 and an NVidia Geforce 1070.
Both of these machines run our tracker at frame rates faster
than 20Hz.
5.1. Our Dataset
Our dataset consists of four sequences with high qual-
ity manually annotated pose information. There are two
subjects, each of which has one close sequence from the
waist up and one far sequence where the full body is visi-
ble. Each sequence contains 300 frames of depth video with
a resolution of 512x424 pixels. We label the 3D location
of fifteen joints in each frame: the head, torso, pelvis and
left/right hip, knee, ankle, shoulder, elbow and wrist. We
also annotate when these joints become invisible by either
leaving the frame or becoming occluded. We tested our sys-
tem on these sequences in different conditions to study how
different components of our system affect the performance
of pose tracking. This includes our full system which esti-
mates dynamic shape on each frame, a shape match mode
that estimates shape on the first frame and then freezes the
dynamic warp parameters Φ for the rest of the sequence, a
smooth bind mode which does not perform shape estima-
tion at all and only tracks kinematic pose and a separate
model made up of rigid mesh segments for each link. We
also tested the method of Schmidt et al. [33] on these se-
quences using an open source implementation provided by
the authors. We used our own model with this method for
consistency, but had to remove the prismatic joints because
they are unsupported. In all other cases, the kinematic hier-
archy and joint positions were the same. The rigid segments
Figure 5. Our performance on the EVAL dataset compared to Ar-
ticulated ICP reported by [15], Ganapthi et al.[15], Schmidt et
al.[33] and Ye and Yang[39].
Figure 6. Reconstruction error of our method under various con-
ditions. Area under the curve is listed for each plot in parentheses.
used when testing Schmidt et al. and our own rigid model
were generated by cutting our mesh into multiple disjoint
components and filling the resulting holes.
Rather than reporting a precision score using a single
threshold to determine correctness as is common practice
on the EVAL dataset, we instead plot accuracy as a func-
tion of this threshold. Figure 4 shows these results. As
can be seen, the dynamic shape estimation and the mode
that fits the shape to the first frame perform almost identi-
cally, and significantly improve tracking performance com-
pared to other methods. This demonstrates the importance
of shape accuracy for template based tracking.
5.2. EVAL Dataset
The EVAL dataset consists of twenty-four RGBD se-
quences split evenly across three human subjects with vary-
ing body proportions. The evaluation criteria is the per-
centage of frames in which the estimated joint position is
within ten centimeters of the ground truth. Because the
ground truth data relies on joint locations specific to a par-
ticular model, we follow the technique of [39] and use
mean-subtraction to find the best placement of the tracked
joints relative to our model. Because of the limitations of
the depth data pointed out above we disabled the dynamic
shape estimation and used a simplified kinematics model
Figure 7. Reconstruction error visualized for a single frame. From
left to right: the point cloud, our fully deformed model, our model
with Φ fixed to the best fit at the start frame, the smooth skinned
mesh with Φ = 0 and rigid link geometry.
Figure 8. A collection of still frames showing the results of our system. For each pair of images, the left shows the colored point cloud
while the right shows our warped output mesh.
and mesh for this experiment.
Figure 5 shows our performance compared to the re-
ported scores of other methods. While we do not perform
as well as other state of the art techniques, our method was
not designed to work with low resolution depth data.
5.3. Shape Fitting
In order to test our dynamic shape estimation, we com-
pute the reconstruction error of our model as the point wise
distances between the visible vertices and the nearest point
in the observation for each frame in our dataset. We test
this under the same conditions that we used to test our pose
tracking. Figure 6 shows these results. In this case our dy-
namic shape fitting offers clear improvements over the other
modes. Figure 7 shows a single frame from each mode col-
ored to show reconstruction error.
5.4. Qualitative Results
Figure 8 shows ten frames from four male and two fe-
male subjects. Each frame has a colored point clouds and
the corresponding tracked mesh. In all cases the tracker was
given a rough initialization of the subject’s pose at the start
of the sequence, and the pose and shape tracked from that
point forward. The model was not customized to any of
these subjects beforehand except for a single uniform scale
parameter which was only approximately estimated based
on the subject’s height. This demonstrates the robustness of
our model to different of subjects with varying proportions
at a range of distances to camera. Detailed surface features
are clearly visible in all images showing the visual fidelity
of our tracked meshes.
6. Conclusion
We have demonstrated an articulated tracking approach
for deformable objects that is able to track humans using
a high resolution template mesh. We have shown that it
can produce dense and accurate estimation of detailed de-
formable surfaces in real time. This system also provides
useful pose estimates of the model’s kinematic structure for
gesture recognition and motion prediction.
This work opens up some important areas of future re-
search. While many figures in this paper feature colored
point clouds, our technique does not currently use color
information as part of the tracking process. Incorporating
color may help the mesh lock on to specific color features
and prevent vertices from drifting along the surface of an
object. Fine structures such as fingers with many degrees
of freedom currently pose a challenge. This is partially due
to sensor resolution, but more could be done to regularize
their kinematic motion. Taylor er al. [36] show promising
results in this direction. Finally this technique can be com-
bined with discriminative detection systems to more easily
recover from tracking errors and avoid the need for pose
initialization.
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